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TO 
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Our core focus is delivering new business customers and brand exposure to 

the B2B (Business to Business) & B2C (Business to Consumer) markets. Our 

passion and love for helping customers in getting their business online and 

generating leads daily, is what makes us unique in many factors. 

 

We love to build relationships with our customers and enjoy onsite visits when 

it comes to strategizing, reporting and general discussions around brand  

strategy and its potential growth within this digital market space. Our 

strengths lies in research and retargeting using digital data and footprints to 

understand the markets needs, wants and behaviours. This helps us        

identify which type of products we should or shouldn’t be marketing and to 

which audience they apply to. 

 

The digital space is a cluster of information. We’ve packaged what is        

necessary into a process-driven search marketing campaign that removes the 

unnecessary and gives SME’s exactly what they need. A lead generation 

strategy to cover you in the short and long term. When potential clients 

search for any product you sell, it ultimately means they’re in the market to 

buy, and buy now. Your website simply has to be visible in order for your  

company to grow and generate sales. 

 

We deliver relevant enquiries through Digital Intelligence and market           

research, analysing platforms such as Social Media, Google, Search          

Engines, Mobile Marketing and YouTube, gathering valuable insights through 

digital intelligence to understand the markets needs and wants. We aim high 

when it comes to the relevance of targeting the right customers at the right 

time! 



Hologram Advertising 

Search Engine Optimisation 

Website Development 

Video Production 

CRM Systems  

Social Media Management 

Google Adwords  

Content Marketing 

Call Tracking Management 

Digital Photography  

Digital Consultancy Services 



Is your website responsive for Mobile? 

We design responsive Google         

approved websites. Optimise today 

and start seeing the results and leads 

roll in! 

A picture says more than words can. 

We have passionate experts with an 

eye for attention to detail.              

Photographers who are waiting to 

capture your business, products,   

weddings and functions. Email us for 

more information!  

Want to rank highly on the first page of 

Google? We optimise websites and 

landing pages according to Googles 

best practices and get you ranked  

naturally on the first page of Google. 

Enquire on how we can help!  

State of the Art Technology!        

Showcase your brand today using 

Holographic technology and stand out 

from the competition. Enquire with our 

consultants now!  
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DIGITAL                              

CONSULTANCY                  

SERVICES 

Don’t have the time or professional skills to run, manage, optimise and engage 

with all these Platforms that are required? Digital Specialists help close the gap 

between what consumers demand and expect digitally from Business in order 

to make a purchase decision. Let us get you there!  



Want to have more engagement 

with your customers? We offer full 

Social Media Management. Let us 

grow your community of followers 

while engaging, educating and   

selling new ideas and concepts to 

your preferred target market! Lets 

get Social!  

Need up to date content? Content marketing is a strategic marketing          

approach focused on creating and distributing valuable, relevant and        

consistent content to attract and retain a clearly defined audience. Ultimately, 

to drive profitable customer action. Let's get some new leads!  

Ever wondered why we spend 

huge amounts of money on media 

when we have no idea what return 

we are getting? We can identify 

your call volumes and measure 

mediums that are working with 

Call Tracking, tracking all metrics 

to better understand the true ROI. 
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Customer Relationship Management 

is important in running a successful 

business. The better the relationship, 

the easier to conduct business     

and generate revenue. Using      

technology to improve makes good 

business sense. Plug in today!  

Wonder how you can tell your story? Video can tell more than static words 

and pictures. We offer Professional Video and 3D animation available for your 

business, products, training, websites, wedding and functions. Let us direct 

the way! 

Do you need new business? We rank 

your business highly on pay per click 

advertising for both Google Search 

Engine as well as Googles Display 

Networks. A platform that is essential 

when trying to grow your new      

business leads. 
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DIGITAL 

IT’S 

PASSION 

INSPIRATION 
MOTIVATION 





Facebook.com/DIAgencySA 

Linkedin.com/TheDigitalIntelligenceAgency 

Twitter.com/DI_AgencySA 
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